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Word grammar and dependent prepositions

Write these words on the board: from – in – with. Ask students what part of speech they are. 
Ask them what the function of prepositions is. The OLDAE definition of preposition may help 
here: ‘a word or group of words such as in, from, to, out of and on behalf of, used before a noun or 
pronoun to show place, position, time or method.’ 

Ask students to read the four example sentences on the worksheet. What is the function of the 
prepositions here? What determines the choice of preposition? These prepositions are not chiefly 
about place, position, time or method. Their purpose is to link a word/phrase (verb, noun phrase 
or adjective) to a following noun phrase. The choice of preposition usually depends on the 
preceding word (emerge, factor, comparable) although sometimes it is governed by the word/
phrase that follows (in difficulty).

Look with the students at the two sample entries on the worksheet, at how dependent 
prepositions are highlighted in the dictionary entries. Point out that grammatical structures with 
verbs are highlighted in the same way. You could ask students to look at the dictionary pages 
with these two entries on (pp. 270-271) – or any other 2-page spread that you choose – and 
see how many of these dependent prepositions/grammatical structures they can find. Some 
possible prompt questions:

- What prepositions can be used with emigrate?
- What prepositions can be used with empathy?
- What structure, including a preposition, is typical of embody?

 1 a to
b between
c to
d in
e across or over (there is no real difference in meaning in this context)
f for, in favour of or against – it depends on whether you agree or disagree with the 

proposition

 2 This exercise is slightly more challenging. It moves beyond simple dependent prepositions to 
look more generally at the grammatical patterns which follow particular verbs, sometimes 
referred to as complementation patterns. It also requires students to take a simple statement 
or question and use an additional verb to report it from a particular point of view. Ask 
students what they think the effect is of altering the sentences in this way.

Example: He emphasized that migrant workers have long played a key role in the economy.

In the example sentence, the statement becomes part of someone else’s argument that is 
being reported.
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a acknowledge The vast majority of this research has been conducted in the USA.
•	 The authors acknowledge that/It must/should be acknowledged that the vast majority of 

this research …
 Grammar pattern: acknowledge + that …

 The use of the verb ‘acknowledge’ here is a way of conceding a limitation of the 
research – that most of it has been conducted in one country only.

b evaluate How effective is this strategy in reducing costs?
•	 We need to evaluate how effective this strategy is in reducing costs.

 Grammar pattern: evaluate + how …
 Direct questions are not always appropriate in academic writing. Use of a verb like 

‘evaluate’ can turn a direct question into a reported question. Point out the change of 
word order from ‘how effective is this strategy?’ to ‘how effective this strategy is’.

c debate Is globalization a new type of social change?
•	 We can/It is possible to debate whether globalization is a new type of social change.

 Grammar pattern: debate + wh-…
 This is the same kind of transformation as in sentence b.

d serve Later studies only confirm these findings.
•	 Later studies serve only to confirm these findings.

 Grammar pattern: serve + to do sth
 There is not such a change in stance in this example. The really significant word here 

is ‘only’, already included in the sentence. However, amending ‘only’ to ‘serve only to’ 
makes the sentence more idiomatic and stresses further the point that there is nothing 
new or contradictory in the later studies.

e justify The police used force to suppress the demonstration.
•	 The police justified using force to suppress the demonstration.

 Grammar pattern: justify + doing sth
 This really does change the meaning of the sentence, from a statement about the 

actions of the police, to what the police said about their actions.

 3 Ask students to read the text first without looking in the dictionary and then ask some 
general comprehension questions:
–  What do the cities and regions mentioned have in common?
–  What do they lack?
–  How do you think they might differ from the ‘major global cities’?

Answers to this last question given in the source include:
–  Much smaller population size
–  Jobs are dominated by service/entertainment jobs
–  Few international corporations

Next, ask students to identify all the prepositions, before working out what governs the 
choice of each preposition. In the text below, italic shows the ordinary use of a preposition 
before a noun to show place, position, time, etc. (in this case they are all place, and all the 
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same preposition – in). Bold shows dependent prepositions: these can be found in bold in 
the dictionary at the following entries/senses:
 lacking 1
 successful 1
 market2

 develop 1
 number1 1
 differ 1
 way 1

The underlined preposition is one that forms part of a fixed idiomatic expression, in that, to 
be found in the entry for in1 in the idioms section.

Some cities and regions lacking in historical importance have been successful in 
marketing themselves as tourist cities. Examples include Atlantic City in the United 
States, the Sunshine Coast in Australia, and Cancún in Mexico. These cities have 
developed into tourist meccas* that are global in that they attract large numbers of 
international visitors, but they differ from the major global cities in several important 
ways.

SOURCE: Abrahamson, M. (2004). Global Cities. Oxford: Oxford University Press

*There isn’t an entry in OLDAE for the word mecca (as it isn’t common in academic 
writing). In this sense, it means: ‘a place that many people like to visit, especially for a 
particular reason’ (OALD)

Practice

 4 Most academic texts will contain examples of dependent prepositions; it may well be the 
case, as with the Global Cities text, that most of the prepositions in the text are of this kind. 
This exercise encourages students to notice the use of prepositions when they are reading, 
which is a step towards remembering them and using them correctly when they are writing. 
For this task, students could find their own texts from their individual disciplines or you 
could choose sections of texts that you have used in class for students to work on in pairs or 
groups. They should then report back on their analysis, including which of the dependent 
prepositions they have found  highlighted in bold in the dictionary.
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Read these example sentences. What part of speech are the words in bold? What is their 
function in the sentence?

Three major themes emerged from this research.
Trust is a key factor in the success of this approach.
These results are broadly comparable with those of other surveys.
The company found itself in financial difficulty.

Verbs, nouns and adjectives are often followed by a particular preposition, sometimes 
called a dependent preposition, that links the word to the following phrase. The dictionary 
shows the prepositions that particular words can be followed by in bold before an example 
sentence. Sometimes this also includes prepositions that come before the word (such as in 
difficulty).

This entry also shows a typical grammatical 
structure – it emerges that… 

The dictionary shows you when a verb  
can be followed by: 
– a noun phrase (~ sth), 
– a clause introduced by that (~ that…)
– how or what or another wh-word  

(~ how/what, etc…) (as in the entry 
for emphasize), 

– an infinitive or ‘-ing phrase’ (~ to do  
sth, ~ doing sth). 

Nouns and adjectives can also sometimes 
be followed by one of these phrases or 
clauses.

 1 Fill the gaps in these sentences. Look at the entries for the bold words to help you.

a It may take people some time to adjust ________________ these changes.

b There is a sharp contrast ________________ the living standards of the rich and those of 
the poor.

c All these findings are highly relevant ________________ this discussion.

d Salmon farming has been implicated ________________ the decline of wild salmon stocks.

e The species is found ________________ a wide range of habitats.

f There are strong arguments ________________ state intervention in the market.

sentence: ‘John thinks Mary left Montreal yesterday’ is a
complex clause that contains a main clause and an embed-
ded clause.

em·bodi·ment /ɪmˈbɒdimənt; NAmE ɪmˈbɑːdimənt/
noun [usually sing.] ~ of sth a person or thing that repre-
sents or is a typical example of an idea or a quality: In
Cecil John Rhodes, Kipling found an embodiment of his
own colonial ideals.  The Internet, after all, is the very
embodiment of globalization: it is everywhere and it does
everything.

em·body /ɪmˈbɒdi; NAmE ɪmˈbɑːdi/ verb (em·bodies, em-
body·ing, em·bodied, em·bodied) 1 to express or repre-
sent an idea or a quality  REPRESENT (2): ~ sth
Canadian education embodies the principles of compre-
hensive schooling.  be embodied in sth The oil and gas
industry is physically embodied in oil rigs, pipelines,
refineries and retail filling stations. 2 ~ sth (formal) to
include or contain sth: The rules governing transactions
in the marketplace are embodied in the law of contracts.

em·brace /ɪmˈbreɪs/ verb 1 ~ sth to accept an idea, a
proposal, a set of beliefs, etc, especially when it is done
with enthusiasm: Traditional disciplines must embrace
new ideas from other fields to deal with future challenges.
 Despite the benefits, the Higher Education sector has been
slow to fully embrace the concept.  ~ sth as sth The adop-
tion of a Western lifestyle, once enthusiastically embraced
as a symbol of progress and modernity, was now increas-
ingly criticized. 2 ~ sth to include sth: His reading
embraced a wide range of knowledge—history, poetry,
philosophy and the natural sciences.  ‘Validation’ is a
generic term embracing various procedures and concepts.
3 ~ sb to put your arms around sb as a sign of love or
friendship: Martin was presented to Cavaignac, who
embraced him enthusiastically.  em·brace noun [C,U] ~
(of sth) He made clear his discomfort with Margaret
Thatcher's embrace of market forces.  Intimacy includes
a physical embrace, engaging in activities together, and
sharing feelings.

em·bryo /ˈembriəʊ; NAmE ˈembrioʊ/ noun (pl. -os) a
young animal or plant in the very early stages of develop-
ment before birth, or before coming out of its egg or seed,
especially a human egg in the first eight weeks after FER-

TILIZATION: It is possible to generate genetically modified
mice by manipulating the genes in mouse embryos. 

+ noun More information is required to determine the
impact on human embryo development.  compare FETUS

em·bry·on·ic /ˌembriˈɒnɪk; NAmE ˌembriˈɑːnɪk/ adj. [usu-
ally before noun] 1 connected with an embryo: All the
information for embryonic development is contained with-
in the fertilized egg.  Embryonic stem cells are derived
from blastocyst, a stage of embryo 5–6 days after fertiliza-
tion. 2 in an early stage of development: Although it is
well established in Europe, wind power is still embryonic in
the UK.  The reform process in general is slow, and in
some sectors at its infancy or even embryonic stage.

emerge  /iˈmɜːdʒ; NAmE iˈmɜːrdʒ/ verb 1 [I, T] (of
facts or ideas) to become known: Evidence has emerged
of extensive labour exploitation in the industry.  Latent
periods for each symptom varied widely, although certain
patterns emerged.  ~ from sth Three major themes
emerged from this research.  it emerges that… It emerged
that there were several kinds of these elements, which
decayed at different rates. 2 [I] to start to exist or appear:
Questions about the eligibility of computer programs for
copyright protection began to emerge in the 1960s.  In
emerging economies, regulatory bodies are poorly
developed.  There is an emerging market for specialized
food processing machinery.  ~ into sth When the Internet
first emerged into public consciousness, about 95% of its US
users were male.  ~ as sth He quickly emerged as a major

Muslim religious leader internationally and at home. 3 [I]
~ (from sth) (into sth) to come out of a dark or hidden
place: The shoot has leaves that are capable of photosyn-
thetic activity as soon as they emerge from the seed. 4 [I]
~ (from sth) to survive a difficult situation or experience:
China paid an appalling price, but she emerged from the
war as an acknowledged great power.

emer·gence  /iˈmɜːdʒəns; NAmE iˈmɜːrdʒəns/ noun
[U] 1 ~ (of sth) the fact of appearing or beginning to exist:
Lee and Jin (2009) discuss three alternative theories to
explain the emergence of business groups in China.  Lib-
eral thinking is closely connected with the emergence of the
modern constitutional state. 2 ~ (of sth) the process of
starting to become known: The last decade has seen an
emergence of research on the link between law and finance.
 The 1970s and 1980s witnessed the emergence of a series
of important anti-physicalist arguments. 3 the process of
coming out of a dark or hidden place: Seedling emergence
strongly depends on environmental conditions and varies
among species.

emer·gency /iˈmɜːdʒənsi; NAmE iˈmɜːrdʒənsi/ noun (pl.
-ies) [C,U] a sudden serious and dangerous event or situ-
ation which needs immediate action to deal with it: Car-
ing for patients with medical emergencies requires careful
assessment and referral to appropriate services.  in an ~
Except in an emergency, oxygen therapy requires a pre-
scription.  a state of ~ The king immediately declared a
state of emergency and martial law.  + noun It is essential
that all emergency department medical staff are competent
to assess risk.

emer·gent  /iˈmɜːdʒənt; NAmE iˈmɜːrdʒənt/ adj.
[usually before noun] 1 new and still developing: The cost
of keeping up with emergent new technologies was proving
too expensive for the company.  At the end of the nine-
teenth century, the newly emergent profession of social
work instructed working-class women how to be ‘good’
mothers. 2 (philosophy) an emergent property of sth hap-
pens as the result of complex causes and is greater than
the sum of their effects: Social action has emergent prop-
erties which exceed the consciousness of the individual. 

~ from sth Language is emergent from interactions at all
levels from brain to society. 3 (ecology) (of a plant) taller
than the surrounding plants, especially a tall tree in a
forest; (of a water plant) with leaves and flowers that
appear above the water surface: Large emergent trees
uprooted most often.  Here the water is shallow enough
to allow emergent species to grow.

emi·grate /ˈemɪɡreɪt/ verb [I] to leave your own country
to go and live permanently in another country: Kaba
details the reasons why many African professionals choose
to emigrate.  ~ (from…) (to…) Herbert Spiegelberg was a
Jewish philosophy professor who emigrated to America in
1938.  compare IMMIGRATE  emi·gra·tion /ˌemɪˈɡreɪʃn/
noun [U,C] ~ (of sb) (from…) (to…) At this time there
was mass emigration of Germans to America.  Their abil-
ity to support themselves is so limited in their native coun-
try that they may perceive emigration as the only solution.
 Following the breakup of empires, widespread emigra-
tions and immigrations occur.  compare IMMIGRATION

emi·nent /ˈemɪnənt/ adj. [usually before noun] 1 (of
people) famous and respected, especially in a particular
profession: He was then one of the most eminent scholars
writing in English on Islamic family law. 2 (of good qual-
ities) unusual; excellent: His careful approach made emi-
nent sense.

emis·sion /iˈmɪʃn/ noun 1 [C, usually pl.] an amount of
sth, especially gas or light, that is sent out into the air:
The electric-drive vehicles have very low emissions.  The
Kyoto Protocol of 1997 aimed to reduce annual global
greenhouse gas emissions by an average of 55% below
1990 levels. 2 [U] the production or sending out of sth,
especially gas or light: ~ of sth Some of this excess energy is
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dissipated by the emission of a photon, that is, the emission
of light.  + noun The Clean Air Act required power com-
panies to install emission controls.

d ADJECTIVE + EMISSIONS net  total  annual  industrial
‘Zero carbon’ means that, over a year, the net carbon
emissions from energy use in a building would be zero.

d NOUN + EMISSION air pollutant  greenhouse gas, GHG 

carbon dioxide, carbon, CO2  methane  sulfur  vehicle
 exhaust The major news story was that of human-
induced climate change produced by carbon emissions.

d VERB + EMISSION calculate  estimate  reduce, cut 

minimize  limit, curb  generate These developing
countries were under no immediate pressure to limit their
emissions.

d EMISSION + NOUN standards  control  reduction 

trading  allowance  tax A new engine was designed to
satisfy stricter emission standards.

emit /iˈmɪt/ verb (-tt-) ~ sth to send out sth such as light,
heat, sound or gas: We see the object at the instant when
the light was emitted.  Magnetic resonance imaging meas-
ures the radio signals emitted by some atomic nuclei.

emo·tion /ɪˈməʊʃn; NAmE ɪˈmoʊʃn/ noun 1 [C,U] a strong
feeling such as love, fear or anger; these feelings con-
sidered together: Tears are interesting because they can
express almost any emotion at all.  Fear and horror, as
well as other intense negative emotions, were experienced
by those involved in the accident.  He was overcome with
emotion at the thought of his daughter being taken into
hospital against her will. 2 [U] the part of a person's
nature that consists of feelings rather than thought or
knowledge: Historically, cognition and emotion have tend-
ed to be seen as competing explanations.

emo·tion·al /ɪˈməʊʃənl; NAmE ɪˈmoʊʃənl/ adj. 1 [usually
before noun] connected with people's feelings: It is harder
to estimate a person's emotional state when speaking on
the phone.  The emotional response to separation or loss
is usually depression.  The study explored the correlation
between emotional distress and smoking. 2 causing
people to feel strong emotions  EMOTIVE: Academic
writing strives to be as objective as possible and avoid
emotional language.  Bread prices had long been an emo-
tional issue.

emo·tion·al·ly /ɪˈməʊʃənəli; NAmE ɪˈmoʊʃənəli/ adv.
1 in a way that is connected with people's feelings: The
common image is of nursing as being incredibly hard work,
both physically and emotionally.  Affective empathy is a
tendency to react emotionally to the emotions of others.
2 in a way that causes people to feel strong emotions:
The protagonist calmly faces a series of emotionally
charged situations.

emo·tive /iˈməʊtɪv; NAmE iˈmoʊtɪv/ adj. causing people
to feel strong emotions: Slavery is an emotive subject but
has to be addressed.  The language used by the newspaper
was highly emotive.

em·pathy /ˈempəθi/ noun [U, sing.] the ability to under-
stand another person's feelings or experience: Some teens
experience little or no guilt regarding aggression or vio-
lence, which is very much related to their lack of empathy.
 ~ with sb/sth Mary Day went on to marry a farmer and
demonstrated a real empathy with farm women and coun-
try life.  ~ for sb/sth Our ability to experience empathy
for another person allows us to be sensitive to that person's
feelings.

em·peror /ˈempərə(r)/ noun the ruler of an EMPIRE: He
was captured during a battle in 1041 against the Byzantine
emperor, Michael IV.  Gosanjo became emperor in 1068.
 the reign of Emperor Tiberius

em·phasis  /ˈemfəsɪs/ noun (pl. em·phases /ˈem-
fəsiːz/) [U, C] 1 special importance that is given to sth
 STRESS1 (5): Kane gives great emphasis to this second
point.  ~ (is) on/upon sth In these alternative primary

schools, the emphasis is on teaching
children to be independent learners. 

The more recent texts place great
emphasis on global human rights. 

with ~ on sth The first part of this
essay will provide an overview of
urban planning, with emphasis on
recent British examples. 2 a way of marking a word in a
text to show that it is important  STRESS1: To signify
enthusiasm, titles of articles sometimes carried exclam-
ation marks for added emphasis.  When you are
quoting a text with words marked in it, you can show
whether these words were marked by you, or by the ori-
ginal author of the text, by using (emphasis added) or
(original emphasis): In ‘Computing Machinery and Intelli-
gence’, Turing claimed to be offering only a ‘criterion for
“thinking”’ (emphasis added).

d ADJECTIVE + EMPHASIS great, considerable, strong, heavy,
special, particular  increasing, growing  new  renewed
This renewed emphasis on citizenship raises important
questions.

d VERB + EMPHASIS place ~ on, put ~ on, lay ~ on  give ~
to  shift Romantic women poets tend to lay more
emphasis on female experience.  Nations are shifting the
emphasis away from social towards individual
responsibility.

d NOUN + OF EMPHASIS shift, change The Act marked a shift
of emphasis from parental rights to parental
responsibilities.

LANGUAGE BANK

Emphatic language
In academic writing, you may want to emphasize that you are
stating a definite fact or that you are very confident of the
truth of sth.
 It is clear/evident/certain that…
 There is no doubt that…
 This clearly shows/demonstrates/indicates…
 a firm/strong/clear conclusion
 a/an definite/clear/obvious advantage
 a/an clear/obvious difference/example
 It is clear that further significant improvements could be
made.

 In seeking to protect children's safety, it is evident that we
risk undermining their privacy.

 There is no doubt that sounds can elicit very definite
emotional responses.

 These studies clearly demonstrate the positive value of
silence as showing appropriate listening behaviour.

 Whether free will is an illusion or not, we may draw one
firm conclusion:…

 Noise is not allowed to propagate further through the
system, a definite advantage of digital over analogue
circuits.

 The household is the most obvious example of an
institution based on affection.

em·pha·size (BrE also -ise)  /ˈemfəsaɪz/ verb to give
special importance to sth  STRESS2 (1): ~ sth All these
studies emphasize the importance of antibiotic-resistant
bacteria.  Recent discussions in the literature emphasize
the need for further research.  ~ that… She emphasizes
that smokers use cigarettes to reduce feelings of stress and
anxiety.  ~ how/what, etc… Blenkinsopp emphasizes
how language has always been an important ingredient
of national identity.  it must/should be emphasized
that… It must be emphasized here that the above defin-
ition does not apply to small family farms.

d EMPHASIZE + NOUN the fact that  the importance of, the
significance of, the centrality of  the need to/for  the
role of  the aspect of  the nature of  the distinction

WORD FAMILY
emphasis noun
emphasize verb
emphatic adj.
emphatically adv.

E
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 2 Rewrite these sentences, including the verb in bold. Think carefully about what follows the 
verb and check in the dictionary if necessary. Choose an appropriate subject for the reporting 
verb (He, We, The authors, etc.).

a emphasize Migrant workers have long played a key role in the economy.
 _____________________________________________________________________________

b acknowledge The vast majority of this research has been conducted in the USA.
 _____________________________________________________________________________

c evaluate How effective is this strategy in reducing costs?
 _____________________________________________________________________________

d debate Is globalization a new type of social change?
 _____________________________________________________________________________

e serve Later studies only confirm these findings.
 _____________________________________________________________________________

f justify The police used force to suppress the demonstration.
 _____________________________________________________________________________

 3 Read this text and identify all the prepositions it contains. What determines the choice of 
each preposition? Which are dependent prepositionsand which word do they depend on? 
Look up these key words in the dictionary and find where and how the preposition is shown.

Some cities and regions lacking in historical importance have been successful in 
marketing themselves as tourist cities. Examples include Atlantic City in the United States, 
the Sunshine Coast in Australia, and Cancύn in Mexico. These cities have developed into 
tourist meccas that are global in that they attract large numbers of international visitors, 
but they differ from the major global cities in several important ways.

SOURCE: Abrahamson, M. (2004). Global Cities. Oxford: Oxford University Press

Practice

 4 Find a short text in your own discipline. Identify all the dependent prepositions and remove 
them. Swap texts with another student and use your dictionary to help you fill in all the 
missing prepositions.

 He emphasized that migrant workers have long played a key role in the economy.


